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Fig.1.2 Typical signals of the plasma current (lp) and the loop voltage (VL)· 



I.Introduction 

The aim of the fusion research programme is to find out wether it is possible to create, 
in a controlled and potentially useful way, high temperature matter in which thermonuclear 
fusion reactions between light nuclei can produce a net yield of energy. Because fusion 
reactions occur between charged nuclei and because the fusion cross sections are much 
smaller than the Coulomb cross section for scattering, it follows that to achieve a net 
energy gain a hot gas with a temperature of "' lOkeV ("' 108 K) is required. A gas at 
this temperature is fully ionized and as such constitutes, in the case of hydrogen, a plasma 
with closely equal number densities of electrons and ions. 

Such a hot gas must clearly be kept away from material walls. This can be clone by 
magnetic confinement. The tokamak is the most advanced of several classes of toroidal 
magnetic confinement systems. It was pioneered in the Soviet Union in the 1960's. There 
are now many of these machines around the world with very different sizes and research 
aims. The Joint European Torus (JET) device is the largest magnetic confinement machine 
in the world both in physical si ze and in magnitude of the plasma current (lp rv 7 MA). 

I.l The TORTUR tokamak 

The TORTUR tokamak at the FOM Institute for Plasma Physics at Nieuwegein was a 
small tokamak (Ip :::; 55kA). It was originally build in the mid 70's to study the physics of 
a mildly turbulent plasma. In a tokamak the required confining magnetic field is produced 
by the combination of a toroidal current in the plasma itself and currents in external 
poloidal coils. The current is driven through the plasma by operating the plasma ring as 
the secondary coil of a transformer. The current will both heat up the plasma("' lkeV 
at TORTUR) by ohmic dissipation and generate a poloidal magnetic field. This poloidal 
magnetic field will add up to the steady toroidal field, generated by the external coils, 
to yield a helical field configuration. Together with an additional vertical field and a 
horizontal field for plasma positioning, this field configuration ensures stabie confinement 
under well-defined conditions. 

Table 1.1 Machine parameters. 

tokamak type JET TORTUR 

major radius R (m) 3.0 0.46 
minor radius a ( m) 1.2 0.085 
toroidal magnetic field. Br (T) 3.4 2.9 
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I.2 The discharge 

The formation of a plasma is initiated by pre-ionization of the hydragen gas. The 
discharge is then started by a fast capacitor bank which rapidly forms a hot plasma. This 
plasma formation stage is characterized by a steep rise of the plasma current. After a few 
milli-seconds an electrolytic bank takes over the magnetization and maintains a steady 
plasma current (plateau phase) until saturation of the transfarmer yoke puts an end to 
the discharge. Fig.1.2 shows a typical signal of the plasma current during a TORTUR 
discharge. 

1.3 Diagnostics 

Clearly it is important to have accurate and reliable measurements of the plasma 
conditions. Except at the extreme edge of the plasma, material probes cannot be used. 
Therefore we use either passive methods to measure the magnetic fields or to analyse 
radiation and partiele emission from the plasma or active methods where radiation or 
particles from an external souree are used to probe the plasma. For the TORTUR IV 
experiment ( June 1987 - October 1988) the operational diagnostics were : 

- Rogowski coils ( determination of the plasma curent) 
- Voltage loop ( determination of the loop voltage) 
-Sinus-cosinus coil set (recording of the plasma position) 
- Electrastatic analyser (mass and energy determination of neutral particles) 
-Electron cyclotron emission (ECE) polychromator (measurements of the 

time-resolved electron temperature profiles and deviations due to 
non-thermal populations) 

- Time-of-flight analyser ( determination of the velocity distri~ution of low 
energy neutrals from the edge of the plasma) 

- Four channel soft X-ray detector (recording of the X-ray flux, to monitor the 
electron temperature and todetermine the effective ion charge, Zef f) 

- Collective scattering device (analysis of density fluctuations) 
- Thomson scattering device ( determination of the local electron temperature, 

density and current density) 

1.4 Thomson scattering device 

Although several diagnostic methods can be used to measure the electron tempera
ture and density, the most direct and unambiguous method is Thomson scattering. The 
Thomson scattered spectrum reflects the velocity distribution fundion of the electrans in 
the scattering volume. Furthermore, the intensity of the scattered radiation integrated 
over all wavelengths is proportional to the number of electrans in the scattering volume. 
Thomson scattering thus provides the opportunity of measuring both the electron density 
and the electron temperature at selected points in the plasma. 

In the TORTUR experiment we used a single-point 90° Thomson-scattering arrange
ment. This technique is illustrated in Fig.1.3 and Fig.1.4. The light of a 300MW ruby 
laser (,\o = 694.3nm), with a 20ns pulse duration, is focussed to a narrow beam and 
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directed vertically through the plasma at the radial positions r = 5 or 60mm. Photons 
within a volume with a certain length L which are scattered from free electrans through 
the angle 88 = 90° within a solid angle dO can be observed by a detector. At r = 5mm 
the scattered spectrum can be observed both in radial and tangential directions [Barth, 
1987]. 1 

The scattering volume is defined by the length L of the focussed laser beam and the 
diameter of the laser beam, which is about 1.3mm for TORTUR. 

Table 1.2 Scattering parameters. 

scattering direction radial tangential 

radial position r (mm) 5 and 60 5 
lengthof the scattering volume L (mm) 10 23 
solid angle dO ( sr) 2 .lQ-2 4. 10-3 

1.5 The scattered spectrum 

The Thomson spectrum, for laser light scattered by a plasma, is broadened with 
respect to that of the incoming beam by the Doppier shifts arising from the randomly 
moving electrons. The frequency of the waves scattered by an electron with velocity, v, 
will suffer a Doppier shift, ~w : 

~w = k·v, (1.1) 

where k = ks-ki, and kj (ks) is the wavevector ofthe incid~nt (scattered) wave (Fig.1.5). 
The Thomson-scattered spectrum will represent the projection of the velocity distribution 
function on the scattering vector k. For radial measurements kj and k 8 are both in the 
poloidal plane. So, radial measurements result in an observation of the electron-velocity 
distribution perpendicular to the toroidal magnetic field. Tangential scattering, with ks 
along the toroidal axis, has its k-vector under 45° with the toroidal magnetic axis. 

When a plasma is in equilibrium the electron veloeities are distributed according to 
a Maxwellian distribution function. As noted the light scattered by the electrans will 
be Doppier broadened. When a equilibrium plasma is illuminated by a laser beam the 
scattered spectrum will have an almost Gaussian shape. The electron temperature can 
then be deduced from the width of the. spectrum. 

1 Radial (R) and tangential (T) means perpendicular and parallel to the toroidal axis, 
respectively. 
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I.6 Observation of non-Maxwellian electron distributions 

Recording of the scattered spectrum is performed by a twenty-channel polychromator 
[Barth, 1984], equipped with infrared sensitive photomultipliers. The polychromator has 
an overall transmission of"' 45% and covers a speetral range from 600 to 800nm, which 
allows the detection of electron temperatures from 5eV to 2keV. This large dynamic range 
is realized by using a different speetral bandwidth for the various channels (close to the 
laserline 4.5 and 13nm at the edge of the spectrum). 

Owing to the high sensitivity and high resolution of the polychromator electron tem
peratures up to lkeV at a density of 5 · 1019m-3 can be measured with a statistica! error 
of ~ 1%. These properties also enable the detection of irregularities in the velocity dis
tribution. At the TORTUR tokamak distortions in the electron-velocity distribution were 
observed ( see Fig. 1. 6). In many observed spectra distortions are found on the almost 
Gaussian profile at ~,\ ~ 23nm, corresponding to v ~ 7 · 106 m/ s The partial densities 
of the electron populations responsible for the distortions are found to be in the order 
of 1-5%. One of the possible explanations for the occurence of these clips is thought to 
be the existence of magneto-sonic waves, such as Alfvén waves, since the distortions are 
strengest at a wavelenght shift which corresponds to the Alfvén velocity [De Kluiver et al., 
1988]. 1 Comparable distortions are found in plasmas of other devices but are ascribed 
to suprathermal electrens [Bartiromo et al., 1979], runaway electrens [Pieroni et al., 1975; 
Tartari, 1984], or trapped particles [Blokh et al., 1981]. 

I. 7 Research aim 

To simulate the non-thermal features observed in the radial TORTUR spectra a 
computer-code is written for calculating the Thomson spectrum for an anisotropic electron
velocity distribution function. The code is based on the theory of relativistic Thomson 
scat tering. 

The decision to write such a computer-code was made in spring '88. At that time the 
tangential measurements were about to be implemented. These observations were expected 
to give further indication about the origin of the distortions. However, interpreting and 
relating the radial and tangential spectra was found to compel a thorough insight of the 
Thomson-scattering theory. Writing a computer-code based on the Thomson-scattering 
theory imposes equal demands. Furthermore, it will help to comprehend the implications 
made by the theory. Our aim is thus to get a better insight in the relation between the 
electron-velocity distribution and the related Thomson-scattered spectrum. 

This report follows the course of the research programme. In chapter II an introduetion 
to the incoherent relativistic scattering theory is given. Initially a code is written for 
calculating the spectrum for an isotropie velocity distribution. Fora relativistic Maxwellian 
distribution an analytic expression is obtained for the scattered spectrum wich serves 
as a check-up for the "isotropie code". Chapter III provides an integral-expression for 

1 Alfvén velocity Va = B(ponimi)-112 ~ 6 · 106 m/ s (B, ni, mi are : the magnetic field 
strength, the ion density and the ion mass, respectively). 
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calculating the spectrum for an anisotropic distribution on basis of which a computer
code is written. A first check on the "anisotropic code" is provided by the calculated 
spectra from the former chapter. Furthermore, high velocity effects are stuclied by use 
of the "anisotropic code". Finally, in chapter IV, Thomson scattering is treated from a 
geometrical point of view. 
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II.Scattered spectra for an isotropie electron-velocity 
distribution function 

This paragraph is meant as a first introduetion to the Thomson-scatttering theory 
and is based on an artiele by M. Mattioli "Incoherent light scattering from high temper
ature plasmas" (1974). In this artiele an analytic expression is obtained for the scattered 
spectrum for a relativistic Maxwellian distribution. It also provides an integral-expression 
for calculating the spectrum for an isotropie velocity distribution. 

It should be stressed that this section is not intended to give a complete description 
of the Thomson-scattering theory. lts purpose is merely to point out both the physical 
mechanism involved and the assumptions made in deriving an expression for the scattered 
spectrum [Evans and Katzenstein, 1969; Nielsen, 1982; Sheffield, 1972]. 

II.l Relativistic scattering from a single electron 

Because we use an optical laser we may, in the derivation of the scattering cross
section, neglect the Campton effect, since in this case the energy of the photon is much 
smaller than the electrons' rest energy. Therefore a classica! treatment will suffice. 

In this case we should keep in mind the following physical picture. An electromagnetic 
wave is incident on a charged particle, the charge is accelerated by the oscillating fields of 
the radiation and as an effect it radiates its own electromagnetic waves at the timet'; we 
will call this the retarded time. Finally, this radiation is observed at the time t. 

Let us consider a single electron at the position re(t'), with the normalized velocity 
f3 = v e/ c, and an incident monochromatic plane wave of frequency Wi (i=incident) and 
wave vector ki = kii (see Fig 2.1). In this case i is the unit vector in the direction of 
the incident radiation. The electric field in the laboratory frame,_ at the position of the 
electron, can be described as : 

(2.1) 

The magnetic field Bi is : 
(2.2) 

Acceleration of the electron by this e. m. wave is described by the equation of motion : 

(2.3) 

where 1 = [1 - ,82r 112
, m 0 is the electron rest m~ss and e is the elementary charge. 

After substitution of (2.2), the next equation can he derived for the acceleration /3 : 

c/3(r, t') = __ e_ [Ei+ f3 x (i x Ei)- {3({3 ·Ei)]. 
mol 

(2.4) 

As mentioned before, the accelerated electron will radiate an electromagnetic wave, called 
the scattered wave. 
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The electric field Es (s=scattered), at the fixed position R' and at the timet, scattered 
by an electron accelerated by an electromagnetic wave at the position re and at the time 
t', is given by the following formula obtained from the Liénard-Wiechart potentials : 1 

1 e [ (s-{3) l e [sx[(s-{3)x,B]] 
Es(R 't) = 47rêo ')'2(1- s. {3)3 R'2 ret + 47rêoC . (1- s. {3)3 R' re/ (2.5) 

where s = R' / R' is the unit vector in the direction of observation. This electric field 
is naturally divided in a "velocity field", which is independent of acceleration, and an 
"acceleration field", depending linearly on ,8. The velocity field is a static field which falls 
off as R-2 and can be neglected with respect to the acceleration field in the far-field region. 
The acceleration field is a typical electromagnetic radiation field : both E and B being 
transverse to the line of sight and varying as R- 1 . 

The next step is to find the relation between the retarded time and the time at 
which the scattered wave is being observed. For achieving this, we use a straight-line 
approximation. For this we must assume that the plasma electrans are unperturbed by 
the electromagnetic field and we neglect the curvature of their trajectories caused by the 
static magnetic field. We therefore, introduce for re(t) the unperturbed orbit : 

re(t) = re(O) + {3ct. (2.6) 

If we put this into the argument of the eosine of eq.(2.1), this becomes: 

(2.7) 

This result states that the electron sees a reduced frequency due to its own motion. 
The field observed at a distance R' and at the time t is related to the behaviour of 

the charge at a previous timet', the retarded time. From the geometry it follows : 

t' = t- R'jc. (2.8) 

Since we are interested in scattering volumes whose dimensions are small compared to the 
distance of observation (re~ R), we may write R' as: 

R' =IR- r(t')l 
~ [R- s · re(t')). (2.9) 

Inserting this in equation (2.8), and using equation (2.6), g1ves the following relation 
between the observers' timet and the retarded timet' : 

t'[1- s · {3] = t- [R- s · re(O))/ c (2.10) 

1 formula 14.14 in "Classica! Electrodynamics" by J. D. Jackson. 
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Using expression (2.10) and putting this in equation (2.7), the phase of the electro
magnetic field at the retarded time t' becomes : 

(1-i·,B) 
ki · re(O)- [1- i· ,B]wit' = -wi(t- [R- s · re(O)]/c) (

1 
_ s. ,B) + ki · re(O) 

= -w;(t- [R- s · re(O)]/c) + ki · re(O) 

= w; R-w;t+ (ki- w~s) ·re(O) 

= ks · R- w;t- k · re(O), (2.11) 

where 
* (1-i·,B) 

Ws = Wi (1- S. ,8)' (2.12) 

and 
* . 

k = ks - ki = W s S - Wz i. 
c c 

(2.13) 

The frequency w* is the observed Doppier shifted frequency, caused by the motion of the 
electron relative to the incident photon and relative to the observer. 

With equation (2.11) we can evaluate the acceleration field term in expression (2.5) 
at the retarded time. We get : 

Es(R',t) = ~ [s x {(s- ,B) x (EiO + ,B x (i x EiO)- ,B(,B · EiO))}l 
1R (1- s · ,8)3 

X cos (ks · R- w;t- k · re(O)), (2.14) 

where ro = e2 /47re0 m 0 c2 = 2.82 · 10-15 m is the classica! electron radius. 
With obtaining the above formula, we are in the poss~ssion of all the fundamentals 

for deriving the scattering cross-section u s· The scattering cross-section is defined as the 
power (Ps) scattered per solid angle (dQ) divided by the incident power. The latter is given 
by the Poynting vector Si, which is proportional to the square of the incoming electric field 
strength. 

To find the scattering cross-section as function of frequency o-8 (ws) (formally : the 
scattering cross-section per unit frequency interval), we should derive the scattered light 
intensity as function of frequency. In mathematica! terms : 

(2.15) 

where si = Cêo IEio 12 • 

More specifically, the power radiated by the electron at the frequency w8 is propor
tional to the square of the Fourier component of frequency W 8 , which is defined by : 

11T/2 Es(R',ws)= T Es(R',t)eiw.tdt 
-T/2 . 

(2.16) 
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So we may write the power scattered by a single electron per unit frequency interval P8 (ws), 
received during a large time interval -T /2 ~ t ~ T /2, by a detector placed at R, which 
subtends the solid angle dfl, as : 

Ps(ws) = lim c:2

2~ llT/
2 

Es(R', t)eiw.t dtl
2 

T-+oo 7r -T/2 
(2.17) 

In doing this, we have linked the radiating power as a function of frequency to the time
dependent scattered electric field. So, by combining equation (2.14), (2.15) and (2.17) we 
have in principle solved our problem. 

Before getting trapped in the labyrinth of formulas, let us consider the geometrical 
set-up, described insection I.4, to simplify the scattered field equation (2.14). 

In most cases a plane polarized wave, with the incident electric field Ei perpendicular 
to the scattering plane is chosen. 1 In addition we will use a polarizer to select the 
scattered light polarized parallel to the incident electric field. If i, s and ei are the unit 
veetors parallel, to the incident wave vector ki, to the scattered wave vector k8~ and to 
the electric field, respectively, we define : 

f3i =i· {3, f3s = s · f3 and fJE = ei · {3. (2.18) 

Remembering, that w; = wi(1- (Ji)/(1 - {38 ), we can derive, for the chosen experimental 
set-up, for a scattering angle () s : 2 • 3 

1 ro w; 1 [ 2 (1- cos Bs) ] 
Es(R) = 1R' Wi (1- fJs) 1 - (JE (1- f3i)(1- fJs) ' (2.19) 

where we have left out the time-varying part. 
Inserting equation (2.19) in (2.17) and connecting this formula to expression (2.15), 

we get, after several non-trivia! steps [Salzmann, 1986; Kukushkin, 1981], the scattering 
cross-section per unit frequency for scattering of light from -a single electron moving with 
the speed f3 : 

(2.20) 

Here the delta function selects only those electrans having the right velocity for con
tributing to the scattering cross-section at the frequency w 8 • The factor ,-2 gives the 
decrease in scattering because of the relativistic increase in mass and corresponding de
crease in effective "radius" of the electron. 

Finally, we will write the scattering cross-section as function of scattered wavelength 
.À8 • With W 8 = 21rc/ .À 8 , it follows: 

1 This means : i· Ei= s ·Ei= 0. 
2 cos () s = s . i. 
3 use the vector relation : x1 x x 2 x X3 = x2(x1 · x3)- X3(x1 · x 2). 
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where wis defined by : 

Using: 
dw 8 

O"s(Às, Bs) = O"s(Ws, Bs) d..\s, 

and the definition of w, equation (2.20) becomes : 

2 w
2 (1- /32

) [ 2 ]2 ( (1- /3i)) 
r 0 -:ç (1 _ f3s) 5 (1- /3i)(1- f3s)- f3E(1- .cos Bs) Ó W- (1 _ f3s) . 

II.2 Relativistic scattering from a plasma 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

Denvation of the cross section in the previous chapter showed that the cross section 
for scattering of light from a charged partiele is inversely proportional to the square of 
its mass (see formula (2.24), where r5 ex: mö2

). Therefore, when we consider scattering 
from a plasma, we can state that practically only the electrans contribute and that the 
contribution of the ions can be neglected. 

Next, as in all scattering from an ensemble of particles, we should, in calculating 
the total scattered power, investigate whether the phase relations between the various 
scatterers must be taken into account. The quantity we use to determine this, is known 
as the scattering parameter a : 

(2.25) 

where Ào is the central wavelength, Bs is the scattering angle and Àv is the Debye length : 

(2.26) 

The Debye length is a measure of the shielding distance for an electric field in a plasma. 
Whenever local concentration of charge arises or external potentials are introduced into 
the plasma, these are shielded o:ff over a distance camparabie to the Debye length. This 
means that f:luctuations on a length scale much smaller than the Debye length are accuring 
independently from each other. So, using a souree that emits an electromagnetic wave with 
a wavelength, which is sufficiently small as compared to the Debye length, the phases of 
the waveiets E~, radiated by the different accelerated plasma electrons, will be randomly 
distributed. 

This appears under the condition a~ 1 . In this range, denominated as "incohèrent 
Thomson scat tering", the speetral density fundion results from scattering by individual 
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electrans and is therefore uniquely determined by the electron-velocity distribution func
tion. Keeping this in mind, we remember that the scattered energy flux at the detector is 
given by the time-averaged real part of the Poynting vector : 

(2.27) 

where the scattered fieldstrengthEs is determined by summation over all particles i : 

(2.28) 

This leads to : 

!Esl
2 = LLE!·E~ 

i j 

(2.29) 

In the case a ~ 1 the phases of the separate scattered fields are distributed randomly 
and the sum over the cross products will vanish. Equation (2.26) shows that the Debye 
length gets larger, either when the temperature increases or the electron density decreases. 
For the TORTUR tokamak (Te s; 1keV, ne s; 1020m-3 ) the Debye length is in the order of 
10 micrometers. By using a laser in the visible light region, a will be in the order of 10-2 

(for 90° scattering). So, in this case the scattering mechanism is described by incoherent 
Thomson scattering and the experimental results will be unambiguously related to the 
electron-velocity distribution. 

In the scattering region a ~ 1 the spectrum is governed by the collective behaviour 
of the electrans and is named "coherent scat tering" or "cóllective scat tering". In the 
TORTUR tokamak density fluctuations are measured by means of small-angle and 90° 
scattering of a 2 mm beam launched in the plasma. When the plasma parameter a ~ 1 
the speetral profile will result from both the individual veloeities and collective behaviour 
(plasma waves) of the electrons. 

We have seen, that in the case of Thomson scat tering, the power scattered by a plasma 
is obtained simply by adding the powers of the individual electrons. Accordingly, the total 
scattering cross sec ti on ar( .À8 , (} s) is obtained by averaging the cross section as( .À8 , (} 8 ) over 
the electron-velocity distribution function f(f3). Consequently, for the scattering angle (}8 : 

(2.30) 

where f(f3) is normalized to 1 by : 

t r J(f3)f32 df3 dn = 1. Jo ln · (2.31) 
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The angular part of the integration (2.30) has been performed by Zhuravlev and Petrov 
(1972) assuming an isotropie velocity distribution function. The integration over n leads 
to an one-dimensional integral over (3 : 

(2.32) 

with f3min(w) given by : 
1-w 

f3min(w) = "/1 2 (} 2 , - wcos s+w 
(2.33) 

and w = w8 /Wi. Electrons with a speed lower than f3min(w) will not contribute to the cross 
section at w. 

II.3 Scattered spectrum for a relativistic Maxwellian 

The Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution is the velocity distribution for a plasma in ki
netic equilibrium. Therefore, in the common case, the velocity distribution of the plasma 
electrons is described by a Maxwellian distribution function. Consiclering a hot plasma, 
we will use a relativistic Maxwellian. That can he written as : 

(2.34) 

where a= J2kTe/mo is the thermal speed and the normalization constantCis such that 
equation (2.31) is satisfied. 

c2 ja2 c- ---'----
- 2rrK2(2c2 /a2)' 

(2.35) 

where K2 is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order two. The Bessel 
function can he expanded in an asymptotic series in powers of a2 / c2 : 

with 
15 a2 105 a4 

X(a/c) "'1 + -- + --. 
16 c2 . 512 c4 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

The relativistic Maxwellian is an isotropie distribution function and is completely deter
mined by the temperature of the plasma electrons. 

Mattioli (1974) has obtained an analytica! expression for the scattered spectrum for 
a relativistic Maxwellian. 

(2.38) 
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where <7To, Y(w) and Z(w) are: 

and 

2 ro c -1 
<7To = 

2
,. r= . () 12 -X(a/c) , 
Azy 7r Sin 8 a 

2w4 sin() 8 /2 
y ( w) = -;::::==:::::;::=:::;;;:: 

J1- 2w cos 88 + w 2 ' 

z ( w) = [ J w -l - 2 cos () 8 + w - 2] 
sin() 8 /2 

(note that Z(w) = 0 and Y(w) = 1 for w = 1). 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

The scattered spectra are non-symmetrical with respect to the central wavelength. 
This is shown in Fig. 2.2, where we have plotted for the ruby laser wavelength the scattered 
power as a function of the scattered wavelength À 8 for several temperatures. The relativistic 
effects perturb the speetral profile of the light scattered by the electrons. As a result, the 
peak appears to be shifted towards the blue. For example, for a temperature of 3ke V, 
the shift of the scattered line centre ( ~ 32nm) exceeds 20 % of the tot al width at half 
maximum ( ~ 155nm ). As the temperature increases, this shift becomes more important. 
In Fig. 2. 3 the Thomson spectra for a 5ke V relativistic Maxwellian for different scattering 
angles are shown. For small scattering angles both the speetral width and the blue shift 
decreas. 

Let us pause fora moment and look at what has been achieved. Applying the methods 
used by Mattioli, we have derived an integral-expression fortheincoherent Thomson spec
trum for an arbitrary isotropie distribution function. Evaluation· of the integral should 
be performed numerically by integration over the magnitude of the normalized velocity 
(3. However, in the case of a relativistic Maxwellian distribution function, an analytica! 
expression is obtained for the scattered spectrum. By means of this expression (2.38) our 
computer code, which is based on equation (2.32), can be checked. 

This code offers the opportunity to calculate the scattered spectrum for several kinds 
of isotropie distribution functions, like : 

(1) relativistic Maxwellian 
(2) relativistic Maxwellian with dips 
(3) square function 

feqi 
hip i 
!square· 

As said, in equilibrium, a Maxwellian distribution is used for descrihing the plasma. 
The Maxwellian with dips is related to the unperturbed relativistic Maxwellian (Jeq) by : 

clfeq(/3), if f3min1 ::; f3::; f3maxli 
c2feq((3), if f3min2 ::; f3::; f3max2i 

CJ feq(/3), 
feq(/3), 

if f3minl ::; f3 ::; f3maxli 
elsewhere. 
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The region f3minl ~ f3 ~ f3maxl defines a spherical shell in velocity space. So, by taking 
!dip we can scan the velocity space and investigate the way in wich some parts of the 
velocity space influence the scattered spectrum. In Fig. 2.4 we have plotted the calculated 
spectra for a Maxwelian distri bution with one dip ( c1 = 0). When no electrans are present 
with veloeities smaller than f3maxl the spectrum is characterized by an almost straight line 
between the points in the spectrum corresponding to f3maxl· The negative slope of this 
line again emphasizes the asymmetry of the spectrum due to relativistic effects. The areas 
between the different spectra represent the intensity scattered by electrons, having their 
veloeities within the corresponding spherical shell. 

The square function is defined by : 

fsquare(/3) = { ~: if f3min ~ /3 ~ f3max j 
elsewhere, 

(2.43) 

where h = [!rr(f3~ax - /3~in)]- 1 • This value follows from the normalization condition, 
equation (2.31). The calculated spectra are shown in Fig.2.5. For small values of f3max 
the scattered spectrum has a parabalical form. By increasing this parameter the spectrum 
will be deformed because of relativistic effects. 

Herewith, we have setasolid basis for calculating the Thomson spectra for an arbitrary 
non-isotropie distribution function. This will be treated in the following chapter. 
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III.Scattered spectra for an anisatrapie electron-velocity 
distribution function 

In this chapter we will describe the computation of the Thomson spectrum for an 
arbitrary electron velocity distribution. The method we will follow is founded on an artiele 
by Matoba et al. (1979). 

Matoba's approach is encouraged by the fact that the delta function 8, which appears 
in equation (2.24), picks out those electrans with just the right velocity in the direction of 
the scattering vector k. This is demonstrated mathematically by the next derivation. 

Recalling that the delta function 8 is zero everywhere except in case : 

W 8 (1- f3i) 
w=-= ' 

Wi (1- f3s) 
(3.1) 

where it goes to infinity in a manner so to encompass a unit area. We may rewrite condition 
(3.1) as fellows : 

= (ks - ki) · {3c 

= kf3kc, (3.2) 

where f3k is the velocity along the scattering vector k. The delta function thus becomes : 

(3.3) 

The delta function set down in this way incites the use of an appropiate coordinate system 
in velocity space to obtain the tot al cross sectien ar( À 8 , B 8 )' by integrating the individual 
cross sections 0' s(Às, 88 ) over the electron-velocity distribution function. 

An obvious choice of coordinates is (f3k, f3kl., f3kT ), where /3k, f3kl. and f3kT are the 
veloeities along the scattering vector, perpendicular to the scattering vector within the 
plane of the s and i vectors, and perpendicular to the plane of s and i, respectively, as 
shown in Fig.3.1. 

f3k = k · {3, f3kl. = k1. · {3 and f3kT = kkT · {3. (3.4) 

Consequently, averaging the cross sectien a 8 (À 8 , 88 ) over the velocity space, can conve
niently he written in the coordinates (f3k,f3kl.,f3kr) (see equation (2.30)): 

(3.5) 
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The relation between the coordinate system (/3k, /3k.J._, f3kT) and the one defined in chapter II 
(f3i, f3 s, f3 E) is given by the matrix equation : 

( 

f3i) ( - COS(s sin{s 
f3s = - cos(Ts + Bs) sin({s + Bs) 
f3E 0 0 

~) (l:). 
-1 f3kT 

(3.6) 

In equation (3.6) {s is the angle between ki and k. Furthermore, we can derive [Matoba] : 

df3k w2 (1+w)(1-cosB8 ) 

d>..s = 'I; (1 - 2w cos 88 + w2)3/2 · 
(3.7) 

We substitute equations (2.24), (3.6) and (3.7) into equatiön (3.5) and find that the wave
length spectrum of the scattered light is given by : 

2 J J t d/3 d/3 d/3 w
2 

(1 + w)(1- cosBs) (1 _ /32) 
ro Jo k k.l.. kT Ài (1 - 2w cos Bs + w2)3/2 

(3.8) 

where we have rewritten the delta function using the eosine law : 

(3.9) 

In equation (3.8) the angle {s between ki and k depends on the electrons' velocity in 
the direction of the scattering vector. In our experiment, observations are made at a fixed 
scattering angle (} s = 1r /2. This means that the scattered light is collected in the horizontal 
plane y = 0. Therefore, in the following we will only consider the case of 90° scattering. 
In that case the relation between {s and f3k is given by [Williamson and Clarke, 1971]: 

(3.10) 

Fora fixed À 8 , equation (3.8) describes an integration, in a three dimensional velocity 
space, over a plane, which is defined by constant f3k· Looking at Fig.9.2, it becomes 
clear why lf3min(w )I ( eq.2.33) has the same form as the argument of the delta function in 
equation (3.8). It follows from the fact that the electrons in velocity space, bounded by 
the sphere with radius lf3min(w)l, will never interseet the "interaction" plane. 
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Our numerical computations of the scattering cross section per unit wavelength for 
anisotropic distribution functions arebasedon equation (3.8). 

As a first check, the spectra of the three distribution functions, defined in the former 
paragraph, are calculated and compared with the ones which have been calculated by means 
of the integral-expression (2.32). The results of both methods agree within computational 
errors. Furthermore, we have calculated the scattered spectrum for three kinds of non 
isotropie distribution functions : 

(1) shifted relativistic Maxwellian; 
(2) relativistic bi-Maxwellian; 
(3) relativistic bobtail distribution. 

The properties of these distribution functions will be discussed in the preceding sec
tions. 

To keeponline with the experimentalset-up and the involved physics, we will define 
the velocity distribution function f({3) in the (f3x,/3y,/3z) coordinate system. Here f3x, /3y 
and f3z are the veloeities in radial direction, opposite to the i vector, and in tangential 
direction, respectively : 

f3x =X· {3, /3y = y · {3 and f3z = Z · {3. (3.11) 

For use of f(f3x, /3y, f3z) in the integral expression (3.8), we have to perfarm a trans
formation from the scattering coordinates (k, k1.., kkr) to the (x, y, z)-coordinates. The 
geometrical relation between the two systems is depicted in Fig.3.3. The transformation 
matrix will be treated in chapter IV. 

III.l Scattered spectrafora shifted relativistic Maxwellian 

As mentioned before, the electron-velocity distribution function inthermal equilibrium 
is given by a Maxwellian distribution, which is of course an isotropie function. In a tokamak 
plasma, the electrans will have, apart from their thermal motion, a mean directed velocity 
Vd that corresponds to the local plasma current. The drift velocity is proportional to the 
local current density jq, : 

(3.12) 

In contrast to the total current lp the j-profile is not easily measured. Tangential Thomson 
scattering, however, with k 8 parallel to the direction of the plasma current offers the ability 
to determine the drift velocity vd. Therefore, as a first choice, we will consider a shifted 
Maxwellian. The definition of a Maxwellian that is shifted in velocity space over a distance 
/3d is given by : 

(3.13) 

where /3d = (f3dz, /3d 11 , /3dz ). 
Three-dimensional anisotropic distribution functions are commonly illustrated with 

the use of contour maps. The contours are level curves and represent curves of constant 
!({3) in velocity space. For example, if the motion is two-dimensional and f is isotropie 
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in ,811 and ,8 .1. the contours of f(,Bu, ,8 .1.) will be circles. A drifting Maxwellian would have 
circular contours displaced from the origin. A beam of particles travelling in any direction 
would show up as a spike in velocity space. These cases are visualized in Fig.3.4 

In the experiment, the spectrum is measured in the radial and the tangential direction. 
Consiclering also the fact that in most cases a velocity distribution function is chosen 
symmetrie in the magnetic field component we will plot the electron-velocity distribution as 
a function of (,811 , ,8 .1.), where .811 is the velocity parallel and ,8 .1. is the velocity perpendicular 
to toroidal magnetic field Br, thus : 

,a11 = ,a cos O; 

,8 .1. = ,8 sin 8. (3.14) 

Furthermore, as shown in Fig.:J.5: 

.Bx = ,8 cos <P sin 8 = ,8.1. cos </J, 

,By = ,8 sin <P sin 8 = ,8 .1. sin <P (3.15) 

.Bz = ,8 cos 8 = .Bu· 
The latter system is just a polar coordinate system with 8 and <P the angle between the 
electrons' velocity f3 and the z axis and the x axis, respectively. Herewith, all coordinate 
systems which are used in this report have been defined. 

III.l.l Small drift veloeities : ,Bd ~ 0.005 

Since no additional heating is applied in the TORTUR tokamak the drift velocity will 
be much smaller than the thermal velocity. A rough estimate of the drift velocity can be 
made by looking at the safety factor q(r ), which is proportional to the ratio of the toroidal 
magnetic field Br to the poloidal magnetic field Bp : 

(3.16) 

where Ris the major radius (see Fig.1.4). The poloidal magnetic field, induced by the 
plasma current Ip(r), is giv.en by: 

(3.17) 

Assuming a parabolical current density profile Jrt>(r) = Jrt>(O)(l- (r/a)2 ) results in Ip(r) = 
(7r/2)r2jrt>(O). Connecting these formulas brings up the following relation: 

. (O) 4 Br JA. ~ ---. 
'~' q /-loR · 

(3.18) 
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On account of the Kruskal-Shafranov limit the safety factor must he larger than 1. If the 
current density is determined by using equation (3.18) this restrietion provides an upper 
limit for the current density. 

In the TORTUR tokamak (R = 0.46m, a = 0.085m, Br ::; 2.9T, Iv ::; 55kA, Te ::; 
1keV, ne ::; 1020 m-3 ) the upper limit for the current density, corresponding to q = 1, 
approximately becomes jq, ~ 2 · 107 A/m2

• With a density ne = 6 · 1019m-3
, the drift 

velocity becomes : Vd ~ 2 · 106m/ s. Comparing this to the thermal velocity Vthe when the 
electron temperature Te is 800e V : 

2kTe 5 1/2 
( ) 

1/2 

Vthe(Te) = mo = 5.9 X 10 Tev mjs. (3.19) 

Thus Vthe(800eV) = 1.68 x 107 m/s and we see that the ratio vd/Vthe indeed is small. 
In this case, the tangential spectrum corresponds to a shifted Gaussian spectrum. If 

the plasma current is pointed towards the observer (positive drift velocity) the spectrum 
shifts to the blue because of the Doppier shift. A negative drift velocity gives a red shift. 
The radial spectrum is unaltered by the small drift velocity. 

We have calculated the spectrumfora relativistic Maxwellian of 800eV (f3the = .056) 
that is shifted by Vdz = 7 · 105 m/ s (f3dz = .0023) in the z direction. The temperature of 
800e V gives rise to a shift of the scattered line centre of 7.5nm towards the blue. The 
mean directed velocity causes an extra shift of the tangential spectrum of 1.6nm. The top 
intensities of the radial and tangential spectra show a minor difference ( < 1% ). 

III.1.2 Large drift veloeities : 0.1 ::; /3d ::; 0.4 

When a charge is accelerated and observed in a reference frame where its velocity is 
small compared to the velocity of light, then in that coordinate frame the acceleration field 
in equation (2.5) reduces to : 

E _ _ e [s x s x {3] 
a - 47réoC R ret. 

(3.20) 

In that case the power radiated per unit solid angle shows a charaderistic sin2 88 , where 
() 8 is measured relative to the direction of acceleration. In the direction of acceleration 
no light is radiated. Referring to our scattering experiment we notice that by taking the 
polarization vector of the incident laser light perpendicular to the line of observation a 
maximum amount of power scattered per unit solidangleis yielded, as stated before. 

For observations made in the horizontal plane (90° scattering) at the angle 80 ( o = 
observer, see Fig.3.6) it follows from the geometry: 

i= (0,-1,0), s = (sin80 ,0,cos80 ) and ei,s = (-cos80 ,0,sin80 ). (3.21) 

For example, when the scattered light is observed in the radial direction both the incident 
and scattered electric fields are polarized along the z direction. In the case of tangential 
scattering ei and e 8 are polarized along the x axis (see Fig.3.1). 
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For relativistic motion the acceleration fields depend on the velocity as well as the 
acceleration (equation 2.14). Consequently the angular distribution is more complicated. 
The acceleration field shows three types of relativistic effects. One is the effect of the 
specific relationship between the velocity of the electron and its acceleration, which will 
determine the detailed angular distribution (the factor (s x (s- f3) x /3)). The other is a 
general, relativistic effect arising from the transformation from the rest frame of the partiele 
to the observers' frame and manifesting itself by the preserree of the factor (1- s · {3)-3 . A 
third factor sterns from the mass dependenee of the acceleration, which brings up the factor 
(1- /32 ) 112 . To obtain a better understanding of these high velocity effects, we will consider 
the special case of a beam of electrans travelling in the z direction, with veloeities up to 
/3dz = 0.4. The distribution function used is not actually a "beam" but a shifted "low" 
temperature (50e V) Maxwellian. In that case the apparent shift of the speetral peak due 
to relativistic effects will he of the order of the detection limit of the Thomson-scattering 
device at TORTUR (±0.2nm). So the spectrum of a 50eV Maxwellian will roughly he 
symmetrie with respect to the central wavelength. Thus for large drift veloeities a "low" 
temperature Maxwellian can he considered as an electron beam. Calculated spectra for 
the shifted 50e V Maxwellian are shown in Fig. 3. 8. 

III.l.2.1 Doppier shift 

From the calculated spectra we have plotted the speetral shift .6...\ = .À8 - .Ài of the 
peak as function of the drift velocity for observations in the horizontal plane under different 
angles 00 to the tangential axis (see Fig.3.9). 

Let us consider a number of electrans rnaving in the positive z direction, all having 
the same velocity {3 = (0, 0, /3dJ· When the light scattered by these electrans is observed 
at the angle 00 the projected veloeities f3ï, f3s and f3E can he derived using equation (2.18) 
and (3.21) : · 

f3ï = 0, f3s = f3dz cos Bo and f3E = /3dz sin Bo. (3.22) 

The Doppier shift caused by the electrans is given by equation (2.12) : 

(3.23) 

It thus follows from the chosen scattering geometry for the relative. Doppier shift .6...\/ .À i : 

(3.24) 

In this case the Doppier shift is only determined by the relative motion of the electron 
towards the observer. As shown in equation (3.24) the relative Doppier shift is proportional 
to the electrons' velocity projected to the line of sight. 
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Fig.3.10 Peak iutensities for an electron beam travelling in the tangential diz·ection 
with speed f3d,. Tl1e top intensitics are normalised by the scattez·ed peak intensit,v for an 
electron distribution at rest. The scattered intensities az·e obsen·cd at the angle B •. Tlle 
dotteel points are top intcnsities fmm thc CillCIIlatccl spcctril. 
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III.l.2.2 Scattered intensities 

The peak intensities of the Thomson spectra in Fig.9.8 showastrong dependenee on 
the drift veloeities of the corresponding velocity distribution functions. To comprehend 
these results we notice that the intensity of the peak is mainly determined by the light 
that is scattered by electrans moving in the z direction with the specific drift velocity f3dz. 
For that reason we consider the intensity scattered from a beam of electrans travelling in 
the z direction at the speed f3dz. Since all the electrans in the beam have the same velocity 
f3dz, the total cross section is proportional to the cross section for scattering light from a 
single electron moving with the velocity f3dz in the tangential direction. The scattering 
cross section per unit wavelength forscattering light from a single electron moving with the 
speed {3 is given by equation (2.24). lnserting f3i, {3 8 and f3E in equation (2.24) displays the 
scattered intensity from an electron beam travelling in the tangential direction as function 
of f3dz and Bo : 

2 1 d Sln Vo d Sln V 0 

[ 
2{32 • 2 ll {34 . 4 ll l 

ar ex 1 - {3 _ z + z 
( dz) (1 - f3dz COS Bo)3 (1 - f3dz COS Bo)4 (1 - f3dz COS Bo)5 • 

(3.25) 

When the radiation is observerved in radial (R) or tangential (T) direction this de
pendence becomes : 

(R): 

(T): 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

The peak intensities of the calculated spectra for different velocity shifts show a same 
dependenee (see Fig.9.10). We have plotted the relationship (3.25) in apolar diagram 
(Fig.9.11). We stress that Fig.9.11 does not pictures the radiation.pattern for an acceler
ated charge. 

Remember that, for every direction of observation the incoming and scattered electric 
field are polarized perpendicularly to the line of sight. In camparing measurements ( cq. 
calculations) at different angles we have to be a ware of the fact that the spatial relationship 
between the velocity of the electron and its acceleration will be different. For radial 
measurement an electron that moves in the z direction is accelerated by the incoming 
field nearly parallel to its direction of motion. In case of tangential scattering an electron, 
moving in the z direction is accelerated nearly perpendicular to its direction of motion. 
These two cases are depicted in Fig.3.12. 

lt follows from Fig.9.12 that the polarization of the laser light is chosen so that 
scattering from an electron at rest yields a maximum amount of power scattered per unit 
solid angle radiated in the direction of observation. When light is scattered from a moving 
electron the radiation patternis stretched out in the direction of motion and the maximum 
amount of power per unit solid angle is no longer scattered in the direction of observation, 
at least if the velocity of the electron is not perpendicular to its acceleration. 

Thus Fig.9.12 shows schematically how the radiation pattem from an electron moving 
in the z direction transfarms due to its speed and depending on the direction of the 
acceleration at the same time. Fig. 9.11 pictures the normalized Thomson cross section 
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Fig.3.12 Schematic view of the deformation of the radiation pattern for an electron 
moving in the tangential direction, fora radial (ei 11 f3z) and tangential (ei ..L f3z) set-up. 



for an electron, that moves in the tangential direction, observed under an angle 00 with 
the tangential axis. We can conceive the polar diagram in another way by consiclering the 
contours as being the intensity scattered from an electron rnaving in any direction within 
the horizontal plane measured in the tangential direction. This shows that the extend to 
which the individual cross sections contribute to the total Thomson cross section depends 
on the way the individual radiation patterns are transformed. As we have seen, this 
transformation depends both on the magnitude of the electrons' velocity and the relation 
between the direction of motion and acceleration. The direction of acceleration is imposed 
by the experimental ( cq. geometical) set-up. 

The feature of increasing Thomson-scattering cross section for electrans rnaving to
wards the observer likewise causes the blue shift from the central wavelength for the scat
tered spectrum of a relativistic Maxwellian as shown in Fig.2.2. This blue shift thus 
physically originates from the emission charaderistic of an accelerated, relativistic charge. 

A last remark, concerning relation (3.25), is connected with a minor question posed 
at the beginning of our research. When we look at Fig.1.3, we see that for tangential 
measurements the line of observation makes an angle of 4 degrees with the tangential 
axis. Equation (3.25) shows that deviations from the observed spectrum with the actual 
tangential spectrum is negligible ( ~ 1% ~ detection limit). 

III.2 Scattered spectrafora bi-Maxwellian 

In this section we will look at the scattered spectra for a bi-Maxwellian. The reason 
for taking a bi-Maxwellian distribution function, apart from being analytically simple, is 
twofold. Firstly, to get an impression of how small a perturbation in velocity space affects 
the overall shape of spectrum and how it is "seen" by the observer. The latter is done by 
camparing the radial and tangential spectra. The second reason is r~lated to a statement of 
Salzmann (1986). He claims: "Thomson scattering is insensitive against small percentages 
of suprathermal electrans .. . even a mono-energetic beam ~f electrans contributing to a 
central speetral channel will be undetectable as long as it does not camprise more than 
,....._ 6% of the electron density ... ". 

The bi-Maxwellian we consider consists of a 800e V relativistic Maxwellian, reffered 
to as the "bulk", containing 99% of the total electron population, added up by a 5e V 
Maxwellian that is shifted in the horizontal plane (drift velocity f3d = 0.1 ). The direction 
of the shift is determined by the angle between the drift velocity and the tangential axis. 
The total width at halfmaximumfora 5eV Gaussian spectrum(~ 7nm) is about the size 
of the speetral bandwidth for the various channels of the polychromator. 

Using the bi-Maxwellian, just defined, we can look at the effect the 1% local perturba
tion has on both the radial and tangential spectrum. Fig. 3.13 shows the calculated spectra 
for various directions of the distartion as seen by radial and tangential observers. Like in 
the previous section the velocity of the perturbation electrans is determined. by their drift 
velocities. So, this drift velocity will approximately fix their Doppier shifts. 

Furthermore, looking at Fig.3.13, we see that, looking at the central region of the 
radial spectrum, the perturbation contributes to about 3% of the total scattered power, 
contradicting the statements made earlier by Salzmann. 
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III.3 Scattered spectra for a relativistic bobtail distribution 

An electron under the action of a constant electric field will continuously increase 
its momenturn if the driving force of the field overcomes the dynamica! friction due to 
collisions with a background plasma. In a tokamak plasma the electrical field is exerted 
by the loop voltage VL. 

(3.28) 

The drag force, due to Coulomb interactions with ions and other electrons, can be written 
as: 

(3.29) 

where m 0 is the electron rest mass, v is the electron speed and v( v) is the frequency of 
the Coulomb collisions. The callision frequency falls off strongly if the electron velocity 
1ncreases: 

éne In A 
v(v) = 2 2 ' 27rê m v 3 

0 0 
(3.30) 

where In A is the Coulomb logarithm (In A ~ 15 in a tokamak). The critica! velocity 
Vc is defined by balancing the electric field force against the frictional drag of Coulomb 
collisions : 

(3.31) 

From equation (3.30) we obtain : 

2 e3nelnA 
vc = 27rê~m0E · 

(3.32) 

This velocity represents an important cross-over point in the electron-velocity distribution 
function. Obviously, electrans with veloeities v > Vc will bê gradualy accelerated by the 
electric field to high energies. On the other hand, electrans with veloeities much lower 
than Vc will remain in the thermal population. Near the breakpoint v = Vc, the electron 
velocity distribution is gradually, transformed from being isotropie to highly directional 
along the direction of the applied electric field. The critica! velocity can be expressed in 
terms of the critica! electric field Ec. This field is given by the following condition : 

which results in : 

E 
·_ e3 ne In A 

c- 2 2 
27rêomovthe 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

The significanee of Ec is that for fields larger than Ec thermal electrans will run away, 
whereas when E < Ec, only the tail of the distribution is subject to free acceleration. 
From equations (3.32) and (3.34) it follows that : 

Vc = VtheVEc/E, (3.35) 
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which confirms that, when E < Ec, runaways should be present only above the thermal 
velocity. In practical units the runaway field Ec can he written as : 

(V/m, m-3
, eV). (3.36) 

Although the runaway electrans are immune to Coulomb scattering, they still can interact 
with plasma waves. Resonant interaction between electrastatic waves and an electron 
travelling in the z direction takes place under the condition : 

(3.37) 

The two most important resonances in our case are the Cherenkov resonance (n = 0) : 
w = kzvz, and the anomalous Doppier resonance (n = 1): W-Wce -kzVz = 0. These types 
of resonance can lead to instahilities of the electron-velocity distribution. One type of tail 
instability, described by Parail and Pogutse (1978), is aresult of an interplay between the 
Cherenkov resonance and the anomalous Doppier effect and is developed if the highest 
velocity in the tail ( vb) exceeds some critica! value. The combined action of the two 
instahilities will both cut off the runaway tail and form a plateau in the velocity distribut ion 
function. This happens for veloeities : 

(3.38) 

From the preceding it follows that the velocity distribution function for the electrans in a 
tokamak plasma that is subjected to an electric field, has a growing tail that is charactei:ised 
by the critica! veloeities Vc and Vb. This is modelled by the bobtail distribution [Muschietti, 
1982]. Because the applied field is directed along the toroidal magnetic field the electron 
distribution function for v > Vc will he highly directional along fhe z axis. The above 
described features of the runaway distribution are mathematically denoted as : 

(3.39) 

The example given below is based on an artiele of De Kluiver et al. (1987). In this 
artiele a typical TORTUR tokamak discharge is considered. Plasma parameters during the 
plateau stage ofthe discharge are: ne = 4·1019m-3 , Te = 800eV, VL = 6V, Br = 2.9T. The 
applied field follows from the loop voltage : E ~ 2V fm. With the help of the critica! field 
(Ec ~ 20V/m), the critica! velocity can he expressed in termsof the thermal velocity. Do
ing so, we get Vc ~ 3.2Vthe (critica! energy Ec ~ 8ke V). The ratio of the electron cyclotron 
frequency (wee ~ 5 · 1011 radfs) to the electron plasma frequency (wpe ~ 4 · 1011 rad/s) 
determines the cut-off velocity of the runaway tail ( vb)· According to equation (3.38) it 
follows Vb ~ 3.9vc. And we see that in this case the acceleration of the electrans from 
total runaway is limited, by beam-plasma interactions, up to 180keV. The artiele under 
discussion mentions runaway energies up to 80ke V. FUrthermore, experimental indica
tions for the presence of a runaway electron population from electron cyclotron emission 
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(ECE) spectroscopy and X-ray measurements are presented. Typical density numbers for 
the electron runaway population have been estimated and are in order of 0.01% of the 
electron density. In the bobtail model the relative electron tail density is determined by 
the choice of Vc and Vb. When the just obtained values for Vc and Vb are inserted in the 
bobtail distribution the corresponding relative electron tail density is about 0.015%, wich 
is concistent with the experimental findings. 

By means of tangential-scattering, observation of the tangential tail distribution be
comes possible. The observation of the runaway population in relation to the aceurenee 
of distortions on the Thomson-scattering spectra could hand a clue in clarifying this phe
nomenon. For this purpose a 4-channel polychromator was build (see Fig.1.9). This 
polychromator covers a speetral range from 305 to 595 nm. With this instrument tail 
temperatures up to a bout 20 ke V can he surveyed. A tail distri bution of several ke V and 
with a partial density of 2 · 1018m-3 can he observed incidentally with an error of ±20%. 

From the preceding it becomes clear that in a normal discharge the partial runaway 
density at the center of the plasma is too small for recording. Looking at a low density 
discharge (ne = 2·1019m-3 , Te = 800e V), the critica! velocity becomes Vc ~ 2.3Vthe and the 
runaway electron density will he of order of the detection limit. In Fig.3.14 the calculated 
spectra for bobtail distributions with Vc = 2Vthe and Vc = Vthe are shown. The values for 
Vb are chosen freely between 2 and 8. It should he stressed that the calculated spectra are 
merely intended to illustrate the features of scattering from non-thermal electron runaway 
distributions. Except for the case Vc = Vthe, Vb = 4vc the chosen distribution fundions 
are not realistic with respect to the TORTUR tokamak plasma. Nevertheless, the spectra 
for Vc = Vthe could he imagined tostem from Thomson-scattering measurements from an 
accelerator and the successive spectra for Vc = 2vthe could he thought up depicting the 
growth of a runaway tail in a tokamak plasma. 
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plane contribute the same wavelength shift ~.À at the detector. All planes pass through 
the axis which appears as the point X. 



IV. Geometrical considerations on Tbomson scattering 

In chapter III we already pointed out that according to relation (3.3) selection of a 
single frequency w8 , with the help of a spectrometer, does not determine a single f3 but 
a whole group of velocities. The question "Which electrous are seen in the scattering 
experiment" is treated here in relation with a specific research item. 

In the theory section of our institute a computercode is available that calculates the 
electron velocity distribution from the Fokker-Planck equation. The callision term in this 
equation is adapted to typical tokamak processes as the magnetic trapping of electrans 
(which results from the magnetic field configuration), the runaway process and of course 
Coulomb interactions. The involved plasma processes are slow compared to the Larmor 
frequency Wc and vary slowly in space compared to the Larmor radius of the individual 
electrons. Such phenomena can be stuclied by the use of kinetic equations which average 
over the fast Larmor motion. These equations describe the evolution of the gyro-averaged 
distribution function : 

f =- fd<P, - 1 J 
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(4.1) 

where <Pis the rapidly varying gyrophase. The averaged distribution fis a function of five 
phase variables (x,y,z,f3u,f3J..). In this case the solutions of the Fokker-Planck code are 
symmetrie to the magnetic field. In the ((3, fJ, <P) coordinate system this means that f(f3) 
will be independent of </J. For this reason the distribution is calculated on apolar grid. 

In Fig.4.1 the electron velocity distribution function at r = 0 as derived from the code 
for specific TORTUR parameters (Zelf= 2, Te= 600eV, ne(O) = 5 ·1019 m-3

, VL = 5V) is 
shown. 

If we want to calculate the Thomson spectrum for radial or tangential scattering 
for the calculated velocity distributions we have to adjust the integral expression (3.8). 
For this weneed a transformation between (f3k, f3kJ.., f3kT) a!ld polar coordinates ((3, fJ, <IJ). 
Some parts in deriving the transformation matrix have already been made in this report. 
Consicier the transformation between the following coordinate systems : 

(4.2) 

The relation between the cartesian coordinates (f3x, (3y, f3z) and polar coordinates is the 
familiar one given by (3.15). The transformation between (f3x, (3y, f3z) and (f3ï, {38 , f3E) was 
treated in section III.1.2 for a 90° scattering arrangement. Furthermore, the mapping 
between (f3i,f3s,f3E) and the scattering coordinate system (f3k,f3kJ..,f3kr) is described by 
the inverse of matrix (3.6). The final result expresses (f3k, f3kJ.., f3kr) in polar coordinates 
(see Appendix IV.A1). · 

In addition we require the mapping of the volume dV = df3k df3k.l.. df3kT· The trans
formation of the volume is normally described by the Jacobian determinant : 

dV = 18(f3k, f3kJ.., f3kT) I df3 df) d</J. 
8((3,fJ,<jJ) ' 

(4.3) 
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We will use another method to describe the transformation of the volume elements. This 
method will simplify the problem and will additionaly point out which electron veloeities 
contribute to the intentensity scatteredat the frequency Ws. Our approach is firstly based 
on the isotropy of the calculated distri bution function f(f3u, f3 ..1.) perpendicular to the mag
netic field. Secondly, it is inspired by the property of the ó-function to select a plane in 
velocity space defined by constant f3k (see eq.(3.8); f3k = (w- 1)/V1 + w2 for 90° scatter
ing). Let us look at the way this planeis positioned in the "laboratory" frame (f3x, (3y, f3z)· 
This is clone the easiest by consiclering the argument of the delta function written in the 
form of equation (3.1). The electrans contributing to the spectrum at w = Ws/Wi have to 
satisfy the constraint : 

1- f3i 
w= 

1- f3s. ( 4.4) 

Concentrating ourselfs for the moment on observations made in the horizontal plane (Bs = 
90°) in radial direction ( () 0 = 90°) we can grasp the following picture. The incident wave 
propagates along the y axis (f3i = -/3y) and the scattered wave along the x axis (f3s = f3x)· 
It follows from relation ( 4.4) : 

f3x + t{3y + (t- 1) = 0, (4.5) 

where t = 1/w. As sketched in Fig.4.2, fora given frequency, all electrans whose velocity 
veetors end in the indicated plane, defined by equation ( 4.4), contribute to the scattered 
power. We reeall that successive points in the spectrum come from electron veloeities lying 
in a series of parallel plan es normal to the scattering vector k. However, the scattering 
vector has not a fixed direction and planes of equal f3k will no longer be parallel in the ve
locity space (f3x, /3y, f3z) corresponding to the experiment. This effect is taken into account 
by the terms in the transformation matrix between the coordinate system (f3k, f3k...L, f3kT) 
and (f3i, f3s, f3E) containing Is· Relation (3.10) shows the ~~pendence of the direction of 
the scattering vector on the electrons' speed. For completeness we note that the following 
expression for 1 s is easily obtained : 

Is= arcsinw/Jw2 + 1, (4.6) 

where we have taken Bs = 90°. In interpreting the Thomson spectra we should he aware 
of the variabie direction of the scattering vector. For most plasmas the variation of k with 
w ( cq. f3k) will he small. We can then assume that the spectrum observed at a constant 
angle () s corresponds to a spectrum for a fixed direction of k. However, the dispersion of 
1 s for scattering from 1 ke V electrans <;an he as large as 7°. 

We now return to the original problem : the transformation of the volume elements. 
We reeall that the velocity distribution is given ( calculated) on a polar grid independent 
of the ~ coordinate. lmagine the calculated points of the distribution in the horizontal 
plane ( ~ = 0). Then we can, by use of symmetry of the distribution around the f3z axis, 
abstract the following picture for deriving the transformation of dV. 1 Consicier a finit 

1 We have assumed that the magnetic field is in the z direction. 
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area dA in the horizontal plane. Because of the symmetry mentioned we may rotate this 
area around the f3z axis. Doing so, the points in dA will gradually interseet the oblique 
"interaction" planes. When in the horizontal plane a velocity vector is chosen with a f3x 
velocity component larger then the perpendicular distance from the origin to the planes 
of equal Doppier shift we have two intersections. In following this procedure we select all 
electrous in velocity space which contribute to the scattered power at the same frequency. 
The transformation of the area dA = (3 d/3 d() can be visualised in the same manner. This 
is shown in Fig.4.9 and treated in appendix IV.A2. 

This concludes the mathematica! treatment of the transformation of integral-expression 
(3.8) to ((3, B, <P) coordinates. At the moment, the code written for calculating the spectrum 
for a velocity distribution that is calculated on a two-dimensional polar grid (/3, 0), being 
symmetrie in the <fy-component, shows severe numerical problems. These problems make 
it impossible to study the effects of small deviations froin a Maxwellian distribution on 
the Thomson spectra. In case of the calculated electron-velocity distribution for typical 
TORTUR values the deformation ofthe distribution is essentially small. Looking at Fig.4.1 
we see that the electron-velocity distribution gets deformated from a Maxwellian for speeds 
larger than ~ 2.5Vthe· This means that the partial density of the electrous affected by the 
loop voltage (VL = 5V) is in the order of 0.01 %. These both values agree with the 
calculations made earlier (section III.3) using a simple runaway distribution. 
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Fig.A2.1 Transformation of tbe area dA for radial scattering: 
A) finit area dA in tbe horizontal plane; 
B) definition of df3x and df3z; 
C) transformation of tbe f3x component. 



IV.Al Transformation matrix from (13x, 13y, 13z) to (13k, 13k..L, 13kT) 

We want to express the scattering coordinates (13k, 13k..L, 13kT) in terms of the coordi
nates (13x, I3Y, 13z ). This transformation is clone in two steps. In the first step the (13x, I3Y, 13 z) 
frame is transformed to the (13i, 13s, 13E) system. For observations made in the horizontal 
plane at the angle 80 we can write, according to (3.21) : 

( 
si~ Bo 

-cos ()0 

( 4.Al.1) 

The transformation between the (13i, l3s, 13E) and (13kl 13k..L, 13kT) frames is given by the 
inverse matrix (3.6) : 

(

-:OSis 

Slllls 
0 

-cos( Is+ Bs) 
sin( Is + () s) 

0 

Connecting (4.A1.1) and (4.A1.2) we get: 

0 ) ( l3i ) ( 13k ) 0 13s 13k..L · 
-1 13E 13kT 

( 4.A1.2) 

( 

- sin () o cos(! s + () s) cos Is - cos () o cos(! s + () s) ) 
- sin () o sin(! s + () s) - sin Is cos () o sin( Is + () s) 

cos 80 0 -sin 80 

( ~:) (~:), (4.Al.3) 
13z 13kT 

where () s = 90°. For light scattering from non-relativistic electrans (Is ~ 1r /4) in radial 
direction ( 80 = 1r /2) equation ( 4.A1.3) is simplified by : 

~) (~:) (l:). 
-v'2 13z 13kT 

( 4.A1.4) 

IV.A2 Transformation of tbe area dA 

Consicier a finit area dA defined in the horizontal plane in apolar grid (see Fig.A2.1 a): 

dA = 13 dl3 dB, ( 4.A2.1) 

and a plane descibed by : 
13x + il3y +(i- 1) = 0. (4.A2.2) 

The smallest distance from the origin to this plane, rmin, is given by : 

2 (1- t? r . = ~----.:-
mm 1 + t2 (4.A2.3) 
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When the area dA is rotated around the f3z axis a ring is formed. This cylindrical shell 
will interseet the plane if dA was positioned in the region where f3x > Tmin· Let us look 
at the area dA' of the intersection. We first note that a rotation around the f3z axis will 
leave the form of the area in the (3 z direction unchanged. So, we only have to consider the 
deformation of f3x component of dA. When the f3x component df3x of dA is stretched out 
to the length d(3~, we may write : 

dA' = dA ~~:. (4.A2.4) 

From Fig.A2.1c we can derive: 

(4.A2.5) 

and thus: 

(4.A2.6) 

with f3x = (3 sin B and df3x = I sin BI d(3 + lf3 cos BI dB. 
For tangential scattering a similar method can be followed in obtaining the transfor

mation of an area dA in the horizontal plane. In this case formula ( 4.A2.6) is altered by 
substitution of Tmin by r~in : 

'·. :·, 

* 2 Tn22 2 r min = V zr min - z , ( 4.A2.7) 

where f3z = (3 cos B. Additionally, the f3z component will be transformed by approximately 
a factor .J2. 
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Summary 

• "Isotropic" code 

A code is written for calculating the Thomson spectrum for an isotropie electron
velocity distribution function, which is tested by means of an analytica! expression for the 
Thomson spectrum for a relativistic Maxwellian. 

• "Anisotropic" code 

A code is written for calculating the Thomson spectrum for an anisotropic electron
velocity distribution function, which is tested by means of calculated spectra from the 
"isotropic" code and simple model distri bution functions (e.g. "electron-beam" ). 

• Detection of tail populations 

Calculations using a simple runaway distribution as well as the calculated electron
velocity distribution from the Fokker-Planck code show that at a normal discharge the 
partial runaway density (:::::::: 0.01%) at the center of the plasma is to small to be detected 
by the 4-channel polychromator. 

• Detection of non-thermal distortions 

Local perturbations with a partial density of 1% in velocity space can be detected by 
the 20-channel polychromator. 

• lnterpretation of Thomson spectra 

For a given frequency, any electron velocity in the "analysing" plane will contribute 
at a different rate to the scattered power. The position of the "analysing" plane in velocity 
space is determined by the Doppier shift and the scattering geometry. 

• Suggestions 

* A mathematica! treatment is given for a code that calculates the spectrum for a 
distribution which is calculated on a polar grid. Such a code would offer the possibility 
of calculating the Thomson spectrum for any calculated velocity-distribution from the 
Fokker-Planck code. 

* After the statistica! analysis of the radial and tangential Thomson spectra measured 
at the TORTUR tokamak the "anisotropic" code is to be used for finding a set of electron
velocity distributions corresponding to the data. This will hopefully give further indication 
about the physical process( es) involded in the occurence of the non-thermal features on 
the Thomson spectra at TORTUR. 

*Be hard on yourself and mild to another. 
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